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Parry Agius

Chair, NRM Regions Australia
Parry has vast experience including
working for and with all tiers of
government, business and not for
profit Indigenous groups in remote
and regional communities.

Ali Baiton

Western Landcare Youth Network 2018
Participant, Western Landcare NSW
Ali joined the Youth Network to pursue
opportunities to work on the land. She
is completing year 12 at Willyama High
School while being an active member
of the Network. She hopes that the
Youth Network will shine a light on
the educational needs of rural and
remote youth.

Mary Bonet

K2W Partnership- LachLandcare Inc
Mary coordinates a landscape scale
connectivity program, Kanangra to
Wyangala (K2W), stretching from
the Blue Mountains into the NSW
wheatbelt as part of the Great Eastern
Ranges Initiative. She is passionate
about building strong and effective
partnerships and empowering
communities and individuals to
participate in conservation and
regenerative agricultural practices.

Keith Bradby

Chief Executive Officer, Gondwana
Link
Keith Bradby is currently CEO of
Gondwana Link and Chair WA
Landcare Network. He has been
involved with the landcare movement
since its inception, and has had roles
with his local landcare groups, in
managing government programs and
developing key government policies
affecting landcare, particularly the
important ecological values involved.

Nerida Bradley

Chief Executive Officer, Queensland
Trust for Nature
Nerida joined Queensland Trust for
Nature in June 2016 after many years
practising as a lawyer and strategic
advisor in various areas of the law.
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Peter Brenton

Team Leader, Data Collection and
Community Engagement, Atlas of
Living Australia, CSIRO
Peter Brenton has worked for the Atlas
of Living Australia (based at CSIRO,
Canberra) since 2009. He leads the
ALA’s development of tools which
support the many and varied needs
of field-based data collection by the
ecological sciences, natural resource
management and citizen science
communities.

Stephen Burgess

Mary Valley Country Harvest
Cooperative
Stephen Burgess is passionate about
soil health, food production systems
and landscape ecology. Since
receiving the 2016 Bob Hawke
Landcare Award he has been working
on ways to use the current state of
knowledge about cover crops and
green manures to increase their use
in small-scale vegetable production
systems on subtropical soils.

Susan Campbell, OAM

Farmer NE Victoria, Landcare
Victoria
Early farm tree adopter, friend of
Landcare co-founder Heather
Mitchell. 30 years’ service Victorian
Landcare peak body and local group.
Winner of multiple Landcare Farming
Awards.

Jason Carroll

Manager, South Cape York
Catchments
For the last 12 years Jason has been
working with Traditional owners,
Landholders and community on
Cape York Peninsular tackling natural
and cultural resource management
challenges. Being based out of
Cooktown has provided a unique
opportunity to work across reef,
rainforest and savannah country.
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Lucinda Chapman

Cameron Costello

Lucinda Chapman is Systems and
Communications support and joined
the Landcare NSW team in 2013. Her
role with Landcare NSW commenced
with the development of the customer
relationship management system,
Salesforce, for Landcare NSW. She
continues to manage and further
develop this system. She is also the
manager of the NSW Landcare
Gateway site and works with the users
of this platform to enable its role in
telling the Landcare story.

Cameron is a Quandamooka man
from Moreton Bay off the coast of
Queensland. Cameron is the CEO for
the Quandamooka Yoolooburrabee
Aboriginal Corporation - the
Native Title Body for the native title
determination over Minjerribah
(North Stradbroke Island). He is also
the Chair of Minjerribah Camping,
a joint venture business between
the Quandamooka People and
Indigenous Business Australia.

Systems and Communications
Support, Landcare NSW

Chief Executive Officer,
Quandamooka Yoolooburrabee
Aboriginal Corporation

Jennie Coldham

Mary Crawford

Jennie Coldham is the Member
Services Officer with Landcare NSW
and part of the Local Landcare
Coordinator Initiative state team.
Jennie’s role is in supporting Landcare
groups and networks with governance
and general enquiries, as well as
developing resources such as Fact
Sheets and templates. She also
works with the Regional Landcare
Facilitators in the roll out of the
Community of Practice.

Mary is the Project Officer,
Sustainable Farming responsible for
the implementation, reporting and
integration of the Natural Resources
Eyre Peninsula Sustainable Agricultural
program. She works closely with
farmers, land managers, farming
systems groups, agri-business, industry
bodies and agencies to facilitate and
implement workshops, events and
activities that promote sustainable
farming outcomes that improve
agricultural production and protect
the natural resource base of the
region in the long term.

Member Services Officer,
Landcare NSW

Fiona Conroy
Fiona has a Bachelor of Agricultural
Science and manages a 380ha farm
on the Bellarine Peninsula running a
self-replacing Angus herd and fine
wool Merino flock. with her husband
Cam Nicholson.

Nikki Cordero
Philippines

Nikki Cordero is Project Field Manager
for the ACIAR Mindanao Agricultural
Extension Project under the Landcare
Foundation of the Philippines Inc.
Based in South Cotabato, Mindanao,
Nikki directs field programs across
three provinces. A graduate of
Sultan Kudarat State University, Nikki’s
particular interest is in community
development and capacity building.

Project Officer Sustainable Farming,
Natural Resources Eyre Peninsula

Jayne Curnow

Australian Centre for International
Agricultural Research
Dr Jayne Curnow is Research Program
Manager, Social Sciences at the
Australian Centre for International
Agricultural Development. Her
portfolio invests in collaborative
research between Australian
researchers and country partners
predominately in the Asia-Pacific
region. Jayne is a Visiting Fellow at
the Australian National University and
Board Director at Volunteering ACT.
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Liza Dale-Hallett

Lead Curator & Partner Investigator,
Museums Victoria
Liza is Senior Curator, Sustainable
Futures, at Museums Victoria. She
specialises in the history of rural
Victoria, with a particular interest in
contemporary issues of sustainability,
in particular, the significant
contribution of women in agriculture
and rural communities. She is the
lead curator in the national Invisible
Farmer project - the largest ever study
of Australian women on the land.
This project is a creative partnership
between rural communities,
academics, government and cultural
organisations. It aims to create
new histories of rural Australia, and
showcase the diverse, innovative
and vital contribution of women to
agriculture and rural Australia.

Ryan Diessel

Communications Coordinator, Animal
Health Australia
Ryan Diessel is a Communications
Coordinator with Animal Health
Australia, working towards greater
awareness and uptake of on-farm
biosecurity practices through the Farm
Biosecurity Project. Ryan specialises
in building and engaging diverse
audiences through the use of digital
and social media.

Naomi Edwards

Co-founder, Intrepid Landcare
Naomi Edwards’s infectious
energy for change making and
passion for meaningful community
engagement lead her to co-found
Intrepid Landcare in 2015 and since
then she has been co-designing
ways to engage young people in
Landcare around Australia. She holds
degrees in science and humanities
and is currently completing a Phd
researching the phenomenon of
coastal professionals in Australia.

Natasha English

State Landcare Coordinator, Landcare
NSW
Natasha English is the NSW State
Landcare Coordinator and
works to support the network of
coordinators and build the capacity
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of Landcare organisations through the
Local Landcare Coordinator Initiative
(LLCI). Natasha has a long history with
Landcare, working as a Landcare
Coordinator with several Landcare
networks on the North Coast over the
past 15 years, and prior experience with
programs at the State and National
scale with the National Threatened
Species grants program. Natasha has
a Bachelor of Social Science, Bachelor
of Natural Resources and a Masters in
Environmental Management.

Kate Forrest

Coordinator, Rangeland NRM Alliance
Kate Forrest works as the Coordinator
for the Rangeland NRM Alliance. She
works with the fifteen regional NRM
bodies, the Alliance Chair, and other
partner organisation to improve the
profile and programs of Natural Resource
Management in the rangelands.

Emeritus Professor Bill Gammage

Humanities Research Centre, Australian
National University
Bill Gammage has worked on district
farms during summer while going to the
ANU. He taught history at universities
in Papua New Guinea, Adelaide and
Canberra. His best known books are The
Broken Years, on Australian soldiers in the
Great War, and The Biggest Estate on
Earth, on Aboriginal land management
at the time European settlers arrived,
from which this talk derives.

Fiona George

Basin Coordinator, Wet Tropics Major
Integrated Project, Terrain NRM
Fiona is a vanilla farmer, founding
member of Wet Tropics Soilcare, and
a previous finalist in ABC Rural’s Farmer
of the Year awards. She’s passionate
about partnerships that achieve
environmentally sustainable landscapescale outcomes.

Tammy Gilson

Project Officer, Wathaurung Aboriginal
Corporation
Tammy is a proud Wadawurrung bagurrk
(woman). Tammy works as a Project
Officer at the Wathaurung Aboriginal
Corporation and embraces her culture
with passion for caring for country in
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all aspects of cultural heritage and
natural resource management.
Current projects include traditional
fire burning practice and mapping
cultural values on Wadawurrung
waters.

Martha Gouniai

Local Landcare Coordinator, Western
Landcare NSW
Since 2015 Martha has focussed her
attention on youth empowerment in
regional and remote communities. Her
volunteer work with the Baha’i Faith
supporting community empowerment
at the grassroots and her work as
a Landcare Coordinator allowed
her to read the needs of regional
communities and their unique
realities. Based in Broken Hill in Far
West NSW she developed the Western
Landcare Youth Network as a means
of ensuring a means to developing
young people’s capacities as the next
generation of landcarers.

Josephine Grant

Anmatyerr Ranger Group Coordinator,
Ti Tree NT, Central Land Council (CLC)
Josephine grew up in the Tennant
Creek region and speaks Warlmanpa
and Warrumungu. Since becoming
a ranger with the CLC Murru-Warinyi
Ankkul group in Tennant Creek in
2012, she has progressed to be the first
Indigenous woman to be employed
as ranger group coordinator within the
CLC ranger program.

Stephani Grove

Coordinator, Barkly Landcare and
Conservation Association
Stephani Grove lives on Alexandria
Station, Northern Territory; one of the
largest cattle stations in the world.
Barkly Landcare members manage
20million hectares of the most
productive pastoral area in northern
Australia. Stephani works closely with
pastoralists to achieve collaborative
outcomes benefiting natural resource
management and Australian
agriculture.

Bob Hampson

President, West Moreton Landcare
Group
With his wife, Bob is a ‘lifestyle farmer’
near Marburg. He is passionate about
sound land and water management
and is keenly involved in educating his
local community of this. He was proud
to receive the Healthy Waterways
Champion Award in 2015.

Ros Harvey

Founder and Managing Director, The
Yield
Ros Harvey founded Australian
AgTech company The Yield in 2014,
which has become one of the
industry’s fastest growing technology
success stories. Ros is passionate
about technology playing a role in the
sustainable governance of the planet,
and regularly speaks on AgTech, IoT,
converting data to knowledge and
the future of food.

Steve Hatfield-Dodds

Executive Director, ABARES –
Department of Agriculture & Water
Resources
Steve is the Executive Director of
ABARES, the research bureau for the
Department of Agriculture and Water
Resources. He is one of Australia’s
leading researchers on natural
resource management, sustainability
policy, and adaptive governance.
His previous career includes senior
roles in Treasury, the Environment
Department, and CSIRO, where he
led the integrated modelling for the
CSIRO Australian National Outlook
2015. He is an honorary professor
of public policy at ANU, and has
published in journals including
Nature, Science, Agricultural Systems,
Ecological Economics, and Ecology
and Society.

Sandra Henrich

Basin Coordinator, Wet Tropics Major
Integrated Project, Canegrowers
Sandra comes from a cane producing
family and has worked on programs
including the Wet Tropics Sugar
Industry Partnership, Smartcane BMP,
Cane Changer, and assisted with
industry recovery post Cyclone Yasi.
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Prof Mark Howden

Director, Climate Change Institute
Australian National University
Prof Mark Howden is Director of the
Climate Change Institute at the
Australian National University, an
Honorary Professor at Melbourne
University, a Vice Chair of the
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change (IPCC) and a member of the
Australian National Climate Science
Advisory Committee. He was on the
US Federal Advisory Committee for the
3rd National Climate Assessment and
contributes to several major national
and international science and policy
advisory bodies. Mark has worked on
climate variability, climate change,
innovation and adoption issues for
over 30 years in partnership with many
industry, community and policy groups
via both research and science-policy
roles. Issues he has addressed include
agriculture and food security, the
natural resource base, ecosystems
and biodiversity, energy, water and
urban systems. He helped develop
both the national and international
greenhouse gas inventories that
are a fundamental part of the
Paris Agreement and has assessed
sustainable ways to reduce emissions.
He has been a major contributor to
the IPCC since 1991, sharing the 2007
Nobel Peace Prize.

Doug Humann,

Chair, Landcare Australia
Doug has extensive experience in the
“for purpose” sector, working with
environmental NGOs, Indigenous
groups, governments, business and
natural resource management /
catchment management authorities.

Ange Jeffery

Dr Mary Johnson
RMIT University

Dr Mary Johnson, Research Fellow
RMIT University, has over 25 years’
experience working within Australia
and internationally in agriculture,
natural resource management,
education and community
development. Her research work
with farmers, Indigenous and rural
communities focuses on people,
partnerships, power and policy.

Kapil Kulkarni

Senior Economist, Aurecon Australia
Limited
Kapil Kulkarni is a Manager in
Aurecon’s Infrastructure Advisory
team. At Aurecon, Kapil leads a team
of consultants specialising in business
cases, cost benefit analyses and
market assessments of infrastructure
projects and policies. He has over
a decade of experience providing
economic and financial advice to
clients from Government, the private
sector and NGOs. His sector expertise
includes air quality, waste, energy
and biodiversity. He has a passion for
developing methods to assess the
value of social and environmental
assets and programs.

Sally Leigo

NT Project Manager, CRC for
Developing Northern Australia
Sally has spent the past 14 years
working in the NT delivering research,
development and extension projects
for beef producers. She recently
completed the Precision Pastoral
Management Tools Project, which
has delivered a commercial soft
and hardware systems that can
remotely monitor the performance
of rangeland pasture and cattle
liveweights.

Glenelg Hopkins CMA
Ange is a proud northern Wiradjuri
woman whose traditional Country is
in Western NSW. Ange completed a
bachelor’s degree through Southern
Cross University in Environmental
Science. Ange’s employment has
included Fisheries VIC, Corangamite
CMA and currently works for Glenelg
Hopkins CMA. These positions have
included working with Traditional
Owners on their aspirations.
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Evan Lewis

Woady Yaloak Catchment
Group
Evan and wife Susan farm 1200ha
at Werneth in South west Victoria,
growing a range of crops and 1200
composite ewes. Evan is chair of the
Woady Yaloak Group and has been
heavily involved with Vic No-Till. He
is passionate about improving the
performance of their heavy clay soils.
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James Link

Luise Manning

James currently manages the
corporate partnerships program at
Landcare Australia where he plays a
lead role working with organisations
to maximise social and environmental
outcomes in local communities. James
has over 10 years’experience in the
environment sector including building
partnerships to effectively drive water
conservation during the millennium
drought.

Luise Manning is a published children’s
author. In 2017 she became Australia
Day Citizen of the Year for Ipswich and
established a land and water care
group. Luise won the 2018 Healthy
Land & Water Volunteer of the year
for projects aimed at improving
wildlife habitat in Greater Springfield.

Aimee Linke

Paul’s passion for sustainable natural
resource management over 30 years’
spans Landcare and ICM in Qld, NSW
& WA - as a volunteer, a CALM trainer,
a Landcare and Bushcare manager
and in governance roles at regional,
state and national levels. Paul also
has extensive experience managing
Aboriginal NRM projects.

Head of Corporate Partnerships,
Landcare Australia

Project Manager, Mid Murray
Landcare SA
Aimee has had a lifelong passion for
the natural environment and enjoys
exploring the great outdoors. She
studied NRM at University of Adelaide
and has been the Project Manager for
Mid Murray Landcare SA for 12 years.
She has worked with councils,
landholders, communities, NRM and
schools on wetlands, re-vegetation,
bat monitoring, native grasses,
threatened species and plant
research.

Rachel Lyons

Business Development Manager,
Noosa & District Landcare Group
Rachel helps lead the development
of new projects and opportunities
for enhancing Noosa Landcare’s
strategic objectives and operations.
She leads the team undertaking
natural resource management
planning and consulting activities
within Noosa Landcare, covering
actions such as threatened species
surveys, soil and water resource audits
and natural area management
plans. Rachel has been with Noosa
Landcare for 4 years, prior to this she
held environmental management and
planning roles in a Regional Body and
Local Councils.

President, Springfield Lakes Nature
Care Inc

Paul Marshall

Director, Triple BL Consulting

Andrea Mason

Australian Landcare International
(ALI)
Sustainability and Environment
Consultant with a few other skills
thrown in! Long time Landcarer,
former facilitator, Chair Victorian
Landcare Network, Leigh Catchment
Group and currently leading the
Bunanyung Landscape Alliance.
Based near Ballarat Andrea lives on a
small property with her husband. ALI
projects include the Caribbean, Fiji,
Japan and Zambia.

Chris McCulloch

NSW Landcare Program Manager,
Local Land Services
Chris McCulloch is the NSW Landcare
Program Manager with Local Land
Services and works in partnership with
the team at Landcare NSW to deliver
the NSW Landcare Program and the
Local Landcare Coordinator Initiative.
Chris’ role is to oversee the program
and its $17.2 million investment
and to support the partnership
between Local Land Services, the
NSW Government and the Landcare
Community at the state, regional and
local scales.
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Shannon Mooney

Knowledge Systems Manager,
Healthy Land and Water
Shannon provides spatial intelligence
for the interpretation and application
of natural asset and community data
in South East Queensland. Shannon
has coordinated key decision support
tools and spatial models including
‘Key Investment Areas’, Ecosystem
Services Framework, Landscape
Optimisation Offset Key, and the
Healthy Country Program for Improved
Water Quality.

Brett Nietschke

BIGG Technical Facilitator, Barossa
Improved Grazing Group (BIGG)
Brett has over 25 years experience
in agricultural research and project
management having previously
worked in private industry and
government roles, both in Australia
and overseas. He is currently a primary
producer focussing on crop and
sheep production and works as a
facilitator for BIGG.

Emma Norman

Department of the Environment and
Energy
Emma Norman has worked for the
Department of the Environment
and Energy in the Biodiversity and
Conservation Division for the past
3 years. During this time her work
has centred on the Environmental
Stewardship Program (ESP), including
managing a program of reform to
land manager reporting, and the ESP
socio-economic survey.

Tim Odgers

Senior Project Definition Planner,
Seqwater
Tim Odgers has worked and
volunteered in the Landcare
sector since 1996. He was a board
member and Vice Chair of Landcare
Queensland for 4 years and is the
current President of Mooloolah River
Landcare. Tim has worked extensively
to imbed partnering with Landcare
into Seqwater’s water source
protection activities.
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Karen O’Keefe

Regional Agriculture Landcare
Facilitator, Corangamite Catchment
Management Authority
Karen is passionate about the
environment, productive agriculture
and sustainable rural communities. She
strongly believes in supporting women
to be more involved and influential in
agriculture, and has played a key role
in a number of successful initiatives
to increase the skills, knowledge and
confidence of rural women including
the ‘Corangamite Rural Women’s
Network’ and the ‘Women on farms’
program.

Hannah Rice-Hayes

Landcare Coordinator, Richmond
Landcare Inc
Since joining Landcare in 2012,
Hannah has worked in various
Landcare support roles on the NSW
North Coast. She is passionate about
the environment and engaging the
community in its protection. Hannah
also works as one half of the Regional
Landcare Facilitator role for the North
Coast Regional Landcare Network.

Eliza Rieger

Regional Agriculture Landcare
Facilitator, Natural Resources SA
Murray-Darling Basin
Eliza has worked for Natural Resources
Murray-Darling Basin since 2015.
Working together with a variety of
innovative farming groups, Eliza has
been provided an insight into a range
of farming practices across the varied
landscape of South Australia’s MurrayDarling Basin.

Pam Robinson OAM

Rural / Urban Landcare, Landcare
Victoria
Pam Robinson co-founded
Warrenbayne-Boho Land Protection
Group Inc, she is a former Shire
President in Victoria and more
recently Manager of Climate
Change and Environment in NT Local
Government. Pam was a Member of
the first National Landcare Advisory
Committee 1993-1996 along with
being on regional and State Landcare
Committees over many years.
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Kaye Rodden

Margot Tesch

Farmer and founding member of
Barrabool Hills Landcare Group,
near Geelong, Victoria and current
President, Kaye holds a doctorate
for her research into trace element
nutrition of sheep, an honours degree
in Agricultural Science, a Diploma of
Education and a Master Tree Grower
Certificate.

Margot moved to the rural sector
in her 50s. As an ex-IT consultant,
moving from Brisbane to a 10,000-acre
cattle property, was a shock but it
broadened her world perspective. The
tension between primary production
and caring for the environment is an
ongoing challenge. Margot’s focus,
in coping with the isolation, has been
connecting women in new and
meaningful ways.

Deputy Chair (Advocacy &
Partnerships), Landcare Victoria
Inc.

Peter See

Inglewood Landcare Group, Traprock
Group Association Inc

General Manager, 10 Deserts Project,
Desert Support Services (DSS)

Mathew Townsend

Peter is the GM of the 10 Deserts
Project which is the largest network of
Indigenous managed lands globally
and enabled by the BHP Billiton
Foundation. Peter has a wide-ranging
background from the development
of desert land management
collaborations, information
technology and the management of
government funding programs.

Mathew Townsend is an advocate,
keynote speaker & environmentalist.
He possessed a Master of
Environmental Management degree
at UQ in 2016. He founded Nature
Freedom in 2017. He was recently
voted as 2018 Volunteer of the Year
Award at Healthy Land & Water
Gala Dinner for his dedication in
inclusive environmental projects. He
is a regular presenter at Autism in
Education conferences since 2014. He
recently spoke at Asia-Pacific Autism
Conference and presented his ideas
at the Global Greens Congress at
Liverpool, UK in 2017.

David Sparks

Manager, Westgate Biodiversity: Bili
Nursery and Landcare
David Sparks has over 10 years
experience in environmental
community engagement ranging from
catchment community engagement
to running a community plant nursery.
He has studied a broad range of
topics from Botany, Environmental
Management to Adult education.
He is now using his knowledge to help
manage the newly formed group
Westgate Biodiversity: Bili Nursery and
Landcare.

Emma Stone

Secretary & Project Coordinator,
Whian Whian Landcare
Emma Stone has been involved in
the Whian Whian Landcare group in
Northern NSW since 2007 coordinating
numerous innovative projects over
this time. Her passions and activity
stretch across the broad scope of
Landcare including biodiversity,
sustainable agriculture and resilient
and connected rural communities.

Founder, Nature Freedom

Joy Tukahirwa

Natural Resources Management
Specialist, Uganda
Joy Tukahirwa (PhD) - Natural
Resources Management specialist
involved in research and
development towards building
socio ecological resilience among
small scale farmers. Founder and
Trustee Uganda Landcare Network
- a national platform for Landcare
stewardship; representative of Beyond
subsistence undertaking agroforestry
and development including
customising Master Tree Grower
Programme in Africa.
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James Walsh

National Program Manager, 20 Million
Trees, Landcare Australia
James has been passionate about
biodiversity conservation and
restoration since a young age. He
began working in urban biodiversity
at the City of Burnside in 1998. In 2005
he joined the Adelaide City Council
where he helped to establish the
Cities urban biodiversity program.
During this time, he established
numerous sites around the City
Parklands including local Indigenous
grasslands, woodlands, wetlands
and riparian areas. He holds a
Master’s Degree in Environmental
Management from Flinders University,
a Graduate Certificate in Biodiversity
and a Diploma in Natural Resource
Management. Since joining Landcare
Australia in 2015 he has been working
on delivering large scale direct
seeding restoration projects using
locally sourced seed under the 20
Million Trees Program.

Rob Youl

Australian Landcare
International
Retired forester who has worked in
farm forestry, revegetation, urban
ecology and community action
including Greening Australia,
Conservation Volunteers Australia,
and Landcare Australia Limited since
1981. Rob has travelled to and inspired
many overseas countries to take
up Landcare. He, with wife Alison,
manages 268 Ha of box-ironbark bush
in north-central Victoria.

Adrian Zammit

Chief Executive Officer, Landcare
NSW Incorporated
Adrian is a senior executive with
30 years’ experience in leadership,
senior executive and technical roles
in environmental consultancy and
advisory companies. Adrian has a
Master of Business Administration
(General and Strategic Business
Management) and a PHD in
Agriculture.
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